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gok vezetképessége szerint. Az elektromágneses mez irányának,

ersségének és fázisának megváltozáséiból következtethetünk egy
vagy több elektromos felelet jelenlétére és mélységére. Az így

nyert mélységi adatokból azután egy vagy több elektromos felület

rétegvonalas térképét készíthetjük el, amelyek oly mértékben fog-

ják yisszatükrözni a valódi geológiai alakulatok alakját, amennyi-
re ezen geológiai alakulatok elektromos felületeikkel kon forrnak.

Bár e módszer mindjobban fejldik és jelents gyakorlati e-

redményeket is érnek el vele, n sódómok kutatásában kezdetben

nem volt nagy szerepe, mivel akkor még nagyobb melységre nem
tudván e módszerrel lehatolni, mélyebben fekv sótesteket nem is

tudott kimutatni, a felszínhez közel fekvk pedig már mind is-

mertek voltak. Nem nagy mélységben fekv, de már ismert sódó-

mokon végzett elektromos próbamérések azonban szép eredménye-

ket adtak.

Néhány éve különösen Németországban sótestek kutatására

használják a gravimetereket is, amelyekkel nem a nehézségernek

változásait, hanem közvetlenül a nehézséger rendellenességeit mé-

rik. Bár e gravimeter mérések kivitele teljesen elüt a torziós inga

mérésekétl, az eredmények magyarázata egészen hasonló mindkét

módszernél.
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Geophysical methods fór prospecting saltdomes were first

msed in Texas and Louisiana as early as 11)23 applying the Eötvös
torsion balance and the refraetion seismie method. The gravity
survey followed the method Eötvös msed in his fieldwork while
the interpretation of the torsion balance résül ts was made accor-

ding Dr. Böckh's theory, i. e. a gravity minimum will appear
above an uplift when the core of the uplitf is rocksalt and a gra-

vity maximum will be obtained above such uplifts the eore of

which is heavier than the overlying formations.
The résülts of torsion balance surveys made in Germany

above known saltdomes proved tliis theory bút in Texas it was
soon found that gravity maximum will appear above saltdomes
lying elose to the surface if a heavy cyprock is present. The diffe-

rence between the gravity maxima indicating saltdomes with cap-

rock or uplifts is that in the first case the gradients of radial

distribution change their direction outside and far from the dome
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while gradients above uplifts without sah always point to the

center of the uplift.

Figur 1. shows a gravity maximum above a known saltdome
in Texas and Figur 2. the profiles of the same donié. The gravity

effects of the profiles were calculated (the curves) and compared
with the observed gravity anomalies (the dots). Altering the shape
and masses of the donié until a saisíactory correspondence hetween
the observed and calculated gravity values is obtained, it is pos-

sihle from the gravity resutts to determine the fönn and depth of

the saltdome. Tliis is important alsó from a practical point of

view, because the presence of a saltdome in Texas and Louisiany
is always eonnected with occurance of oil, gas and perhaps of

other valuahle minerals (sulphur). The accumulation of oil is mostly
found in the sedimentary heds on the fiánk of the saltdomes, tlie-

refore it is of outmost impartance to determine as accurately as

possihle the exact position of the fiánk.

There is a saltdome in Texas the gravity et'tect of which in

spite of a caprock shows a gravity minimum as given in Figur
3. in such eases the positív gravity efíect of the caprock cannot
compensate the large negatív graviy effect of the saltmass.

In Figur 4. alsó a grfxvity minimum can he seen obtained

above a saltdome with thick caprock ht this caprock consists

mostly of sulphur of small specific gravity and therefore the ne-

gativ gravity effect of the saltmass is predominant.

In Texas hetween 1023 and 1020 most of the saltdomes lying

close to the surface were discovered hy applying geophysical me-
thods. Then the search was continued fór the deep lying saltmas-

ses. The gryvity effect of such domes appears always as a mini-

mum as shown in Figur 5. There is no exception from this expe-

lience, although these gravity minima are mostly of irregular

shape. Furthermore the apex of such gravity minimum very sel-

dom corresponds exactly to the aetual axis of the donié partly on

account of somé régiónál effect, partly because of the assymetric

form of the saltmass.

In case of such deep lying saltdomes the oil occurs mostly

in the uplifted sedimentary beds just above the apex of the dome,

the exact determination of wliich can be hardly done hy the aid

of the torsion balance. Fór this purposo the reflexión seismic

method is generally applied.

The seismic method is liased on the experience that the seis-

mic waves originated by explosions have different velocities in

the different formations. Spreading out from the shot point in all

direction the seismic waves are refracted and, or reflected from a

contact surface of two heds if they have different velocities fór

the seismic waves. In Figur 6. there are shown the seismic waves

propagated in two heds with velocities \\ and V 2 respectively.
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In salt the velocity of seismie waves is considerably higher

than in the overlying sediments, therefore there is a distinct break

in the tinié distance graph on places v here the waves are refroc

-

fed by the salt. Determining such points around the sialtmass

\t is possible to contour on the surface a saltdome lying elose to

the surface. Th is is the refraction seismie method with the aid or

which many saltdomes were discovered in Texas and Louisiana.

Deep lying saltdomes can be detected by refraction shooting only

if the shot distance is very Ion íj and a great amount of explosives

are used which is — however — nt economical.

The refleciion seismie method uses the reflected seismie wa-
ves only fás shown in Figur 7) From the tinié elapsed froni the

shot instant to the arrival of the reflected waves to the pick ups

(geophones) the depth of the reflecting horizon can be calculated,

provided that an average velocity fór the seismie waves could be

obtained. If more than on pick up is available then the dip of

the reflecting horizon can alsó be determined from the small tinié

differences found in the arrival of the seismie waves to the dif-

ferent pick ups. The reflexión seismie method is widely used to

day and a great number of deep lying saltmasses were discovered

with the aid of this method.

Magnetic surveys i. e. the determination of magnetic anoma-
lies superposed on the normál magnetic field of the earth were
alsó tried to fiúd saltdomes because in somé cases small magnetic
anomalies were found above saltmasses. However the determination
of these anomalies is uncertain and therefore the magnetic method
is rarely used today fór prospecting saltdomes.

There are various electric inethods with the aid of wich the

distribution of subsurface masses can be deliniated. These memoas
are based on that the electric resistivity of the different geologi-

eal formaions varies, therefore if electric eurrent is induced di

rectly int the subsurface layers. from the alterations in the elect-

romagnetic field caused by the induced eurrent and measured on
the surface conclusions can be drawn as to the shape and location

of the different formations. Two different electric inethods are

mostly used today, those invented by Schlumberger and by
Sundberg respectively. Tn the discoveries of saltdomes, how-
ever, th(* electric methods do nt take such a prominant part as

the torsion balance and the seismie methods.

The nemest geophysical istrument used in the recent prospec-

tings, especially in Germany, is the so called gravirneter. The de-

termination of gravity with the aid of this instrument differs

from the torsion balance survey, bút the interpretation of the re-

ssults is the very same in both methods.


